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Because the book is a running account of the provocative discussion of detailed experimental data with extensive bibliographical documentation, it is of exceptional interest to all workers in the fields related to normal and pathological cardiovascular physiology. Although there is a good index, the two main sections of the book are best read (for the first time, at least) as a continuous whole, rather than for reference purposes. Dr. Lloyd G. Stevenson has compiled the Nobel Prize Winners' own description of their work, usually taken from the Nobel Lecture delivered when the prize was presented. To accompany these the author, associate professor of medical history at the University of Western Ontario, has included short biographical sketches plus longer sections interpreting the scientists' achievements as seen now. These last, "Consequences in Theory and Practice," are good, and the discussion of Sir Charles Sherrington is one of several that are excellent.
Unfortunately, this book, which is part of a series on Scientific Nobel Prize Winners published by Abelard Press, allots each scientist exactly five pages and no more. The biographies are so brief, therefore, that they seem to be merely a one-paragraph listing of dates and professorships. Some of the quotations from the laureates also suffer from frequent deletions.
Since there is so little personal information about the scientists, this book will seem uninteresting to many readers. As a reference volume, however, containing concise explanations and well-chosen quotations from the award winners, this book is recommended for scientific libraries. Although the scope of this popular work has not been changed, it has undergone considerable revision, in part reflected by the bibliography, more than one-third of which includes new references. Preserved and even strengthened is the author's conviction that a variety of biological phenomena can be explained in terms of colloid chemistry. In his words, "the protoplasm of cells is always subject to two sets of influences, those that tend to clot it and those that tend to prevent this clotting." The responses of protoplasm to stimulation are believed to be due to a sensitivity to free calcium ion, which is released from the cortex of the cell and which "then produces a clotting of the interior of the cell, a clotting similar to the clotting of blood." Thus, "the injurious effects of cold and heat, the response to stimulating agents, and the impetus to cell division can all be integrated in terms of 548
